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Melody Track Selection Using Discriminative Language Model*

Xiao WUa), Ming LI, Nonmembers, Hongbin SUO, Student Member, 

and Yonghong YAN, Nonmember

SUMMARY In this letter we focus on the task of selecting the melody 
track from a polyphonic MIDI file. Based on the intuition that music and 
language are similar in many aspects, we solve the selection problem by 
introducing an n-gram language model to learn the melody co-occurren
patterns in a statistical manner and determine the melodic degree of a given 
MIDI track. Furthermore, we propose the idea of using background model 
and posterior probability criteria to make modeling more discriminative. In 
the evaluation, the achieved 81.6% correct rate indicates the feasibility of 
our approach.
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1. Introduction

Determining the melody track of a given polyphonic MIDI 
file is a critical task for many music information retrieval 
applications (MIR), especially for a query-by-humming sys-
tem [1]. Existing approaches are usually based on a set of 
empirically obtained features, such as average note duration 
and occupation rate, and rely on certain classifiers to select 
the melody tracks [2], [3].

In this letter, we propose a rather different method for 
the track selection task, which treats melody as natural lan-

guage and models the probability of melody occurrences 
with n-gram grammar [4]. Since music and language share 
many similar characteristics, the n-gram model which is 

proved to be effective in language processing should also 
be effective in music processing. Although there are sev-
eral previous research attempting to model musical melodies 
with N-gram for various purposes [5]-[7], this idea has been 
never introduced into the melody selection task. Further-
more, in contrast to these works which base their N-gram 
score on the likelihood probability, we propose the posterior 

probability-based classification by estimating the probabil-
ity space of accompaniment, to make the modeling more 
discriminative. Apart from melody track selection, we be-
lieve that the proposed method can also be applied to other 
MIR tasks, such as melody style abstracting [8], [9] and 

composer recognition [10].

2. Statistical Melody Modeling

Music and language are similar in many aspects. Gener-
ally, both of them are constructed from basic units (note 
and word) using rules which are not absolute (musicology 
and linguistics), and both of them have semantic structures 
and sub-structures [11]. Therefore, approaches of melody 

processing should parallel with those of language process-
ing. In melody selection task, the melody track is intuitively 
more melodic in perception than the accompaniment track. 
If such a character could be described with the probability 
space of statistical language model (LM), the problem can 
be solved. In this study, we attempt to model the melodic de-

gree of a given MIDI track using n-gram grammar, and fur-
ther find out which track is most probable to be the melody 

part.

2.1 The Alphabet

We choose the note difference rather than note itself to form 
the alphabet for three reasons. First, previous research has 
shown that pitch intervals are more musically meaningful 
than absolute pitch values [12]. Second, note-difference rep-
resentation can significantly reduce the alphabet size and 
make the model estimation easier. Last, a differential n-

gram actually gets n+1 notes considered, which makes the 
melody model more expressive without increasing the order 
n.

Assume ni=(pi, di) to be the ith note whose pitch p 
and duration d are counted in semitones and seconds respec-
tively. We obtain the alphabet unit ui=(pi, di) by 

pi=integer(pi+1-pi), and subject to |pi|•…8 (1)

and

(2)

Here pitch intervals are limited to 8 semitones because 

most melodies are stepwise and contain few leaps which 

are larger than perfect fifth. Besides, duration difference 

is modeled as one of •gmuch shorter•h, •groughly the same•h 

and •gmuch longer•h. Applying above mapping, we get the a 

lexicon with 17•~3 alphabets.
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2.2 N-Gram Modeling

A statistical melody model is a probability distribution 

P(seq) over all possible sequences seq=(ui ,•c, un) [4].

This probability is always rewritten as

(3)

With n-1 order Markov assumption of history hi, P(ui|hi) 

in above equation can be approximated by 

P(ui|hi)_??_Pngram(ui|hi)=P(ui|ui-n+1,•c,ui-1) (4)

Then the probability can be derived by counting n-gram oc-

currences in the training corpus.

To balance between the model capability and the model 

trainability, we choose n to be 3 and thus results in 132651 

different trigrams. In addition, the Katz backoff smoothing 

is used to battle the sparseness. Furthermore, with the pur-

pose of reducing the impact by singular trigrams, we set a 

probability floor to each trigram.

2.3 Introducing the Posterior Criteria

With N-gram melody model we are able to estimate the 

melodic likelihood of a given note sequence. This likelihood 

can be used in our application. However, posterior criterion 

is a better choice for classification related tasks. Maximiz-

ing the posterior probability not only attempts to make the 

model close to targets, but also make it far from non targets. 

Based on this idea, we train a background model to esti-

mate the distribution of accompaniment. Therefore, instead 

of using P(seq|M) as the melodic score, we develop a more 

discriminative one based on posterior probability criteria.

To deduce the new score we bring forward the •gse-

quence picking problem•h. Imagine there are n sequences 

seqi and their labels about melody or non-melody li are un-

known. Besides, we have two models trained with large cor-

pus, the target model Mtar and the background model Mbk. 

The melody score of seqk is the probability of the event that 

seqk is selected as the only melody among all sequences. 

With independence assumption, such a probability Ppick(k) 

can be obtained:

(5)

(6)

If we further assume that the prior probabilities P(Mtar) and 
P(Mbk) are identical, the equation above can be rewritten as

(7)

Intuitively, Ppick(k) indicates how probable a note sequence 

can survive in the •gpicking problem•h, and thus is supposed

to be more discriminative. Further more, as the first part 
of Eq. (7) only relates to the likelihood of seqk on Mtar and 
Mbk while the second part is identical for all sequences , we 
refine the final form of the discriminative score by omitting 
the second part of Eq. (7)

(8)

The form of Score(seq) is quite straightforward: a highly 
melodic note sequence should not only have good likelihood 
on the target model, but also should have poor likelihood 
on the background model. Using this equation, we get the 
melodic degree of each MIDI track, and finally select the 
one with the highest score to be the melody part.

3. Evaluations

3.1 Data Description

Generally, our MIDI collection can be divided into two 

parts, which are pop songs MIDI files and classic music 
MIDI files. All of them are crawled from internet. The com-

ponents of the database are itemized as follows: 1000 runs 
For each pop MIDI file, the most clear melody track is man-
ually labeled. Since P3 is ensured to have no crossing with 
other sets, we use it as evaluation set in our experiments. In 
addition, classic MIDI files are only used as accompaniment 
data, because they are in different genre with pop songs, thus 
may deteriorate the probability estimation if added for train-
ing the target model.

3.2 Results

Table 1 presents results with different training data and crite-
ria. The statistics supports our analysis that posterior prob-
ability criteria outperforms the maximum likelihood criteria 
in track selection task. Furthermore, the results also demon-
strate that increasing the size of training corpus is benefi-
cial to the performance. The best result, which is the com-
bination of posterior criteria and training with all available 
corpus (exclude test set, of course), achieves 81.6% correct 
rate. The above result proves the validity of the proposed 
idea, that is, language processing method can be applied to 
the melody selection task.

4. Conclusions

In this letter we apply n-gram model to the melody track

Table 1 Melody selection results.
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selection task. Such a model is able to learn the melody oc-

currence patterns from the training corpus, and determine 

the melodic degree of a given note sequence. The proposed 

method gives convincing results, indicating the feasibility 

of the our idea which attempts to introduce language pro-
cessing approaches to music information retrieval. Further-

more, the posterior criterion also shows a significant advan-

tage over likelihood criterion in our experiments. In the fu-

ture, we hope the proposed method could be applied to other 
MIR tasks, such as melody style abstracting and composer 

recognition.
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